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Orukami Tanoshii

Aqua World

RDPS

Classrooms

24.10.201U 40 minutes
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Intra Class Activities File

. To develop the aesthetic skills of students.

. To explore the creativity through the use of paper folding techniques.

a To provide them a hands-on and minds-on exercise.

. To make students familiar with the aquatic life and different types of fish.

. To encourage students to understand the importance of preserving water and marine life.

Description:

"The purpose of aft is washing off the dust of daily life our souls."- Pablo Picasso

An activity of origami paper folding named 'Orukami Tanoshii' on the theme Aqua World was

ccncjucted fcr the students of class II in their respective class;'aoms. The ma!n cb;ecti..'e of this

ac';ivity was to provide students with an oppotunity to witness a new forrn of art and craft using

paper. All the students were intimated in advance about this activity. All the students participated with

great zeal and enthusiasm in the activity. Some of them used materials like shells, white pebbles and

small plants to add creativity and to give a real life image to their marine world, This activity helped

them to n'Jrture creativity and challenge imagination. Before the activity, the students were briefed

and made familiar about the marine life and the different types of organisms in it like various kinds of

fish, other organisms like octgpus etc, Through this activity students learnl: the importance of

preserving water and marine life. This activity helped the students to build interconnectivity between

logic and creative mind. Students were given an opportunity to share their views orr how they can use

this paper-folding technique in different ways. All the students performed well in the activity. Best five

entries were selected from each section out of which best five were awarded with prize and certificate

on the basis of culture, competence, constructivism etc. In a nutshell, it was an educational and

enjoyable activity.
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